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Talk about kissing up!  To:	Tracy Shycoff/ARRBcc:	ALLFrom:	Noelle Gray/ARRBDate:	08/16/95 07:33:51 

AMSubject: 	Re: swiping swipe cardsI think Jeremy is absolutely correct!!To:	Tracy 

Shycoff/ARRBcc:	ALLFrom:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBDate:	08/15/95 05:20:02 PMSubject: 	Re: swiping swipe 

cardsThe CIA swiped the swipe card.  CIA contends that not only was it there was not a photo of a man on the 

back, there was not even a photo.  Moreover, the card only had one side and so there could not have been a 

photo of a man on the back.  In addition, the card never existed -- although the Agency does have a transcript 

of the words on the card.  The research community says that the man on the back was really David Atlee 

Phillips wearing a Jim Garrison disguise.Jim DiEuginio says that it was not Jim Garrison, but Clay Shaw wearing 

a Phillips disguise.DOD has issued a press release saying that it never issued the swipe card to Oswald and that 

the swipe card was routinely issued to all Marine-assassins and that it is no big deal anyway.Gus Russo knows 

who was on the back of the card, but he can't say because he has developed a friendship with him and can't 

disclose it.Jim Lesar is filing a FOIA request on the card today.John Judge is in the lobby, if anyone has any 

additional information.To:	ALLcc:	 From:	Tracy Shycoff/ARRBDate:	08/15/95 02:52:32 PMSubject:	access 

cardsDid anyone borrow the spare swipe card that has the photo of "a man" adhered to the back?  It was lent 

out last week and not returned.  Please check all possible places for this card.  If we can't locate it, we'll need 

to reprogram everyone's cards again!  Thanks. 
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